**LIBRARY NEWS**

**NEW FICTION BOOKS**

- Halfmoon investigations – Colfer, Eoin (COL)
- Lionboy – Corder, Zizou (COR)
- The sleepwalker – Muchamore, Robert (MUC)
- Nightmare Academy – Lorey, Dean (LOR)
- The quantum prophecy – Carroll, Michael (CAR)
- Nightmare Academy – Lorey, Dean (84071)
- Mad dogs – Muchamore, Robert (MUC)

**NEW NON-FICTION**

- The Ultimate history of fast cars: (R 629.222 WOO)
- World War II: A photographic history (940.5302 WIL)
- Great inventions: 100 inventions that have shaped our world (609.034 BEH)
- Earth and space: (520 GAN)
- Animals of the world: (590 ANI)
- Explorers: (910.9 LIN)
- Rock and mineral: (552 SYM)
- Ancient Egypt, the kingdom of the Pharaohs: (932 EGY)
- Hurricanes and tornadoes: (551.55 HUR)
- Step into the world of Ancient Rome: (937 ROM)
- Military aircraft: (358 MIL)
- VTAC guide 2009: a guide to university courses: (378 VTA)

**CHESS**

Our Library continues to promote chess for boys to play during recess and lunch time, by purchasing more chess sets. The boys are very keen to get hold of these chess sets during their break. The program was initiated by Mr. Okan Alkin and is being led by Mr. Mehmet Akif Altundal. Mr. Agah Ilhan, our Librarian, is busy purchasing new Chess Sets and loaning them out to students. With the current level of interest, Isik College might soon be entering the Statewide Chess Tournament. The Library has also prepared a beginners’ guide to Chess booklet for students who would like to learn.